
Masks
A Character based project



Mask Project

• This term we would have been exploring masks and 
creating performances using masks produced by the 
Trestle Theatre company - a world famous theatre 
company that bases all of its performances around masks.

• These ‘virtual’ lessons will take as its inspiration those 
masks and will be asking you to consider character, 
movement and interaction as well as setting you the 
challenge of producing your own character mask and 
working with that mask



Background to Trestle 
Theatre

• Trestle Video

Trestle Theatre Company was founded in 1981 by Sally Cook, Alan Riley and Tob          

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=349CvQdX5B4&t=9s


The 
Trestle 
Masks

Trestle Masks come in 
three main types, Basic, 
Intermediate and 
Advanced. Each type of 
mask adds an increasing 
level of detail.

Question

How do the Basic and 
Intermediate types of 
Mask differ? 
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These are the Advanced Set of Masks

Question

What do these Advanced masks add beyond the Intermediate set?

Why do you think these masks are so different from both the Basic or Intermediate sets? 
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Lesson
Tasks

On the following 
slides, you will see 
an image of each 
individual mask from 
the Basic, 
Intermediate and 
Advanced sets

Task Two

List the reasons WHY
that particular mask 
appealed to you

An example

I chose this mask because:

I felt that the expression on 
the face was a bit ambiguous -
it’s uncertain whether it is a 
cheeky or a nasty expression.

The mask suggested a funny 
character, and I could see how 
it could be portrayed in a 
mischievous manner

Task One

Choose one of the 
masks that appeals 
most to you.

Copy and paste that 
into a new slide 



Basic



Intermediate



Advanced



Remote
Tasks An example can 

be found on the 
following slide

Task 

For your chosen 
mask, create a more 
detailed character 
profile.

You will need to 
consider:

Personality & Feelings

Physical Traits

Attitudes to others



Personality

They are quite 
mischievous

They enjoy winding 
others up

They are an extrovert

Feelings

Happy

Unconcerned

Physicality

Upright posture
Quick, small 

movements and 
gesturesConstantly looking 

around themselves

Relationship to 
Others

Sees others as 
potential prank 

victims

Not trusted by othe  
so not close to 

anyone



Lesson
Tasks

On the following 
slides, you will 
see the Basic, 
Intermediate and 
Advanced sets

You will need to use 
the relevant set for 
your mask for the 
Lesson task

An example is on the following 
slide

Task One

Choose one of the 
masks that you think 
from it's expression, 
the character of your 
mask would get along 
with

List the reasons for 
that choice

Task Two

Choose one of the 
masks that you think 
from it's expression, the 
character of your mask 
would be in conflict with

List the reasons for that 
choice



Conflicting CharacterHarmonious Character

This character would 
come into conflict with 
mine because:
• It looks quizzical and 

would be skeptical of 
my characters 
motivations

• The expression seems 
to be a strong one and 
shows confidence

This character would get 
on with mine because:
• It looks gullible and would 

be susceptible to my 
character's ability 
to manipulate others

• The expression seems 
weak and my character 
would easily be able to 
express their dominance



Basic



Intermediate



Advanced



Remote
Tasks

An example can be found on the following slide

Task

Using the other masks from your pack:

Create a relationship web showing how your 
character would interact with the 5 other 
characters from that set

Make sure that the relationship is two way and 
shows how that character might view your 
chosen one and vice-versa

(If your character is from the Advanced pack, 
choose 7 other characters to make it fair!)





Some inspiration!



Year 9 Masks
A Character based project

Week Four
Creating your face



Lesson
Tasks

Task

Think of how your character might come 
across as a mask.

Try to think of the mask as a:

Basic

Intermediate

Advanced

Think about what more detail would be 
added with each step up



Lesson
Tasks

Task

Now let's try to sketch the BASIC version of 
our mask!

The following slide will give you an idea of 
how to draw the basic elements of a face

REMEMBER – you are also trying to convey 
a sense of character in your sketch –
remember how those basic masks 
conveyed a clear character





Extension
Task

Task

With your drawing and the character 
information you have already created, I 
would like you to try and create a character 
profile for your BASIC mask

The next slide gives some idea of how you 
could do it!



Character 
profiles



Lesson
Tasks

Task

Try to think of how your character would 
interact with others

On the next slide there is a 'bingo card' of 
different social situations.

I would like you think of how your character 
would react in any 3 of the given situations.

Try and tie it in with what you have already 
worked out about your character



Social Situations Bingo – choose ANY 3, and think about how your 
character would respond

Performing in 
public

Going to social 
events

Meeting New 
People

Making Small 
Talk

Dating Eating in Front 
of Others

Stating Your 
Opinion

Ordering food 
at a restaurant

Public 
speaking

Writing in front 
of others

Entering a 
room where 
everyone is 

already seated

Talking to co-
workers or 

friends

Being 
assertive

Working in a 
group

Returning 
something at a 

store

Having a job 
interview



Development
Task Task

Try to think of how you could summarise 
everything you have done about your 
character thus far.

Some ideas:

Social Media Profile Page

Yearbook Entry

CV

Or anything else that takes your fancy!
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